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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided a er the
shipment.Paperback. Pub Date :2012-05-01 Pages: 228 Publisher: Jilin Publishing Group Basic information title: the red classic movie read --- Qi Pu
Original Price: 29.8 yuan Author: Chang Fu Yan Kai Press: Jilin Publishing Group Publication Date :2012-05-01ISBN: 9787546389653 Words: Pages:
228 Edition: 1 Format: Folio: 16 Weight: Editor's Choice red classic movie read: Red Flag is one of the red book series. designed to wake the sleeping
upsurging faith in the hearts of the people. adhere to the ideas and aspirations. stick to the essence of Chinese civilization and fundamental to
maintain the purity of our spirit. arrived at a happy moment in a metaphorical way. to highlight the emotional light through the symbol of the soul.
The era of black and white or color film lopsided. Story in the movie is to us. is it not another life? Through the film. we see the beauty and su ering
with forging. and thereby we get to see themselves. the power of reviewing the lessons of history. History created by people. but all the time
shaping its national traditions. cultural practices. ideas. non-love and hate descendants. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 1901. the end of the Qing Dynasty. a
thousand miles the dike old Shupang Hutuo River. a huge ancient bell. which is fund raising buy forty-eight acres of public land certificate. two
teenage children gained. Chi and guardian in the next. . saw the landlords and the Reform of pool led a group of people come straight to the dike. he
wanted to hit the bell silenced. attempted to occupy the Alpheus Miaoqian forty-eight acres of public land. Zhulao Gong heard the news filed the
guillotine quickly ran a farmers angered the Reform...
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